HME PUMPERS
The HME Difference
Industry Innovation
Imaginative and innovative, HME leads the fire apparatus manufacturing industry with
breakthrough engineering designs and the integration of leading technologies. HME
continues to shape the direction of fire apparatus functionality with new approaches
to creating more efficient, safer, and better performing fire apparatus.
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CUSTOM PUMPERS
Total Vertical Integration Offers Responsive
Custom Pumper Designs
Through the implementation of Total Vertical Integration
of engineering and manufacturing processes, HME is
now creating the finest pumper apparatus in the industry
today. Total control of the design and build process
allows us to be more responsive to our customer’s
need for innovative solutions to meet their specific
pumper apparatus needs.

HME custom pumper chassis lead the
industry in turn-radius performance,
durability and performance.

HME offers flexible storage solutions
to accommodate specific needs for
equipment.

HME Hydra TechnologyTM maximizes
fire suppression power and efficiency
with innovative valve control rod and
bushing designs.

Brushed aluminum roll-up doors offer fast
& efficient access to equipment & gear in
confined spaces and high volume traffic.
HME offers a variety of door options to meet
individual needs.

SUPERFOX/RSVP
HME Total Vertical Integration
The HME SuperFox/RSVP, represents the pinnacle of pumper
engineering today. Improving on the pump-under cab concept,
the forward enclosed pump with touch screen controls, stainless
steel body, automatic hosebed magazines, operator platform
and improved cab design offer the ultimate balance of
performance and durability. HME also meets the needs of
departments with custom pumper designs, to meet any
need or application.

HME offers flexible storage solutions
to accommodate specific needs for
equipment.

The stainless steel body resists corrosion from
chemicals, road salts, and long exposure
to water and will not crack from vibration or
chassis twist like extruded alloy bodies.

Advanced technology in touch-screen pump
controls offer precision control and improved
operator efficiency.

Automatic, motorized hosebed magazines
save time and energy by improving
firefighter efficiency and speed.

HME CAT
City Attack Truck
The HME CAT (City Attack Truck) was engineered to provide fast
response and capable performance on city streets and alleyways.
With a powerful engine and durable drive train, a corrosion
resistant and tough-as-nails stainless steel body, the
dependable HME Hydra TechnologyTM, the HME CAT was
made to survive and thrive in high volume call environments
of urban fire and rescue operations.

The durable stainless steel body with aircraft
quality construction resists corrosion. In the
event of damage, its modular design can be
quickly and economically repaired.

The tight-turning HME SFO® chassis
delivers the agility of a cat in tight urban
streets and alleys.

The HME CAT cab can be configured to
carry the crew required to meet a wide
range of fire and rescue operations.

Flexible HME storage solutions can be
configured to accommodate the rescue
equipment and gear needed to meet the
challenges of urban environments.

HME SILVERFOX
America's Favorite Custom Pumper
The HME SilverFox® has earned its reputation as America’s
favorite custom pumper by delivering an uncompromised combination
of performance and outstanding quality at an affordable price.
With an HME SFO® chassis, HME Hydra TechnologyTM and a
corrosion resistant stainless steel body, it’s little wonder that the
HME SilverFox® has become America’s choice for value
in a custom pumper design.

The cab’s 12-inch raised roof offers efficient
access and egress.

HME Hydra technologyTM delivers 1,250GPM rated performance with a 1,000-gallon
tank. Additional deck guns, discharges and
foam systems are available.

The HME SilverFox® can also be configured
with top mount pump controls to meet your
department’s individual demands.

The HME SilverFox® features a tight-turning
HME SFO® custom chassis with an industry
leading 52-degree cramp turn angle to
access a wide range of environments.

HME RAT
Rapid Attack Trucks
When fast response and the ability to provide economical
and dependable performance in high-volume call environments
are the name of the game, the HME RAT™ is the clear winner.
With its tight-turning HME SFO® Custom Chassis, powerful
HME Hydra Technology™ and a tough stainless steel body, the
HME RAT™ is ready to scurry into tight spots where other fire
apparatus just can’t go. Small in size, big in performance, the
HME RAT™ provides the best value available today in
rapid attack fire apparatus design and engineering.

Through-tank storage provides additional
storage space for ladders, tools and gear.

The HME Rat offers 140-cubic feet of
storage with custom shelving and tray
solutions.

HME Hydra Technology™ provides
maximum fire suppression power
with 1250-GPM performance and a
500-gallon water tank.

Full-size custom cab offers positions for a
full crew, giving this rapid attack truck fullsize pumper capability.

HME EXTREME RAT
Taking Rapid Attack
Truck Performance
to the Extreme
HME has pushed the envelope in custom rapid attack truck
performance with the introduction of HME ExtremeRAT™.
This 4 x 4 compact custom pumper, with wide profile tires
and vertical exhaust system, is ready to attack in a wide variety
of terrain from the beach, to two-tracks, and city streets.
HME also provides extremely compact rapid attack solutions like
the HME Rodent™, made for high-volume call environments.

HME Rodent

Wide profile Super-Single tires provide
extreme float in sand and soft terrain.

Roll-up and slam doors offer fast and
efficient access to over 140-cubic feet of
rescue equipment and gear storage inside
the corrosion resistant stainless steel body.

Cab configuration provides easy access
and egress for a full crew of firefighters with
SCBA seating.

Vertical exhaust keeps hot exhaust pipes
away from grass and brush and allows
the ExtremeRAT™ to access off-road
environments safely.

HME COMMFOX
Custom Pumper Performance with
Commercial Pumper Value
HME has integrated the best-selling features of the custom
HME SilverFox® into a durable and economical-to-operate
commercial pumper design. The HME CommFox™ features
quality Hydra Technology™ performance plus a
1000-gallon water tank, along with a corrosion
resistant high rescue style stainless steel body with
roll-up doors for easy access to gear and equipment
in any environment.

A proven and durable commercial chassis
and powerful 330-hp engine provide
long-life and economical operation in highvolume call environments.

Stainless steel high rescue style body
with roll-up doors offer easy and efficient
access to rescue gear in tight spaces and
in high-volume traffic areas.

The same quality HME Hydra TechnologyTM
found on the HME SilverFox® is also
integrated into the HME CommFox™ for
maximum fire suppression performance.

Brushed stainless steel storage
compartment interiors not only resist
corrosion and rust but also provide
improved visual location of gear and tools.

HME MINIEVO
Mini-pumper Size Economy with Full-size
Pumper Performance
The HME MiniEvo™ represents an evolutionary step forward in
mini-pumper engineering and design by offering full-size
pumper performance and functionality with mini-pumper
agility and economy. With HME Hydra Technology™,
1500-GPM performance and up to a 500-gallon water tank,
the HME MiniEvo™ leaves nothing behind in fire
suppression capability. With 139-cubic feet of storage
capacity in its stainless steel body the HME MiniEvo™
more than carries its share of rescue equipment and gear.

HME MiniEvo 2-door

Hydra TechnologyTM 1500-GPM
performance delivers full-size pumper fire
suppression power.

The stainless steel body has been raised
over conventional mini-pumper height to
accommodate 139-cubic feet of storage
space.

Roll-up doors provide fast and safe access
to gear in high-traffic environments.

A Ford F-550 4 x 4 chassis with a 19,500
lbs GVWR suspension and 300-horsepower
engine capable of generating 660-foot
pounds of torque provide tough, durable
and powerful performance.

HME PUMPER FEATURES

HME creates a wide range of pumper fire apparatus to respond to specific demands and environments. No matter what the size,
shape or application of the fire apparatus, all HME Pumpers share the same high standard of innovative engineering, technology,
quality materials and construction.

Corrosion Resistant
Stainless Steel Bodies

HME is the world’s largest single-source producer
of custom, stainless steel fire apparatus. HME
modular stainless steel bodies are so corrosion
resistant they don’t even require paint or any
protective treatment to resist the challenges of
the tough and harsh firefighting environments,
road salts and chemicals.

HME Hydra Technology™

HME Hydra TechnologyTM pump modules
deliver maximum water flow along with optimal
versatility. Components can be configured to
offer optimal ergonomics and operator efficiency.
HME CAFs systems, including the new HME
MAD DOG XL, are also available to improve CAF
system performance.

HME Body & Tank
Mounting Systems

Exclusive HME innovative mounting systems
isolate both water tank and body construction
from chassis twist and vibration. The independent
chassis-tank-body mounting design prolongs fire
apparatus life and performance.

HME Storage Systems

HME offers flexible storage system solutions
to respond to individual needs for space and
efficiency. Tray, shelving, tool boards and a
variety of door choices are available to meet
specific department demands. Brushed stainless
steel interiors improve visibility to access stored
materials and gear quickly and efficiently.

Aircraft Quality
Construction

HME bodies and pump modules feature
a stainless steel bolting process used in
aircraft construction. Strong and durable, this
construction improves service life, resisting
vibration and frame twisting. The modular, bolted
construction also offers exceptional economy and
lowers apparatus downtime in the replacement of
damaged panels.

SCBA Molded
Storage Systems

HME’s innovative, integrated SCBA storage
cylinders protect SCBA tanks from damage
and excessive wear. Drain holes in the bottom
of each holder prevent water build-up inside
storage cylinders while watertight seals prevent
contamination of stored tanks.

